GARBAGE TRUCK SONG BY BLIPPI

4/4 1...2...1234

Intro: | | | (X2)

Refrain:

Garbage trucks, garbage trucks,

Drivin' through the town, pickin' cans up off the ground, garbage trucks

Sometimes when I wake up early in the morning, I hear a monster sound

The garbage man drives up in the garbage truck, and picks that garbage up

I look out the window, and there's a garbage truck, pickin' cans up off the ground

He dumps it in the back, so that it can be crushed, and he drives off to the dump

It empties the can, and puts it back down, and drives away so loud.

He backs up to a pile of all the trash from the town, and dumps the whole thing out

1. Refrain and 2nd verse

2. Refrain

Bridge:

They come in many colors, some are blue, and some are brown, and some are green

And, wouldn't you know it, there are some that can pick up recycl-ing

Refrain X2
GARBAGE TRUCK SONG BY BLIPPI

4/4 1...2...1234

Intro:  | C  G7 | C  G7 | (X2)

C         G7         C         E7         A7
Get-bage trucks, get-bage trucks,
Dm         G7         Dm         G7         F         G7         C         F         C
Drivin' through the town, pickin' cans up off the ground, gar-bage trucks

C         G7
Sometimes when I wake up early in the morning, I hear a monster sound
F         G7         C
The garbage man drives up in the garbage truck, and picks that garbage up

F
I look out the window, and there's a garbage truck, pickin' cans up off the ground
Em
He dumps it in the back, so that it can be crushed, and he drives off to the dump
D7

G         C         G         G7
It empties the can, and puts it back down, and drives away so loud.
G7
He backs up to a pile of all the trash from the town, and dumps the whole thing out

C         G7         C         E7         A7
Get-bage trucks, get-bage trucks,
Dm         G7         Dm         G7         F         G7         C         F         C
Drivin' through the town, pickin' cans up off the ground, gar-bage trucks

(2nd verse to the end)

C         G7         C         Em         Am
They come in many col-or's, some are blue, and some are brown, and some are green
C         G7         C         G7
And, wouldn't you know it, there are some that can pick up recycl-ing
Am         G7         G7sus         G7

C         G7         C         E7         A7
Get-bage trucks, get-bage trucks,
Dm         G7         Dm         G7         F         G7         C         F         C
Drivin' through the town, pickin' cans up off the ground, gar-bage trucks

C         G7         C         E7         A7
Get-bage trucks, get-bage trucks,
Dm         G7         Dm         G7         F         G7         C         F         C
Drivin' through the town, pickin' cans up off the ground, gar-bage trucks